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Hoffman inspires audience
by Bob Franklin

The University News
Just as American apartheid ignited
students activism in the 1960s, Abbie Hoffman told 403 people at BSU
last Wednesday, South Afric:an apartheid has sparked new student activism in the United States during the
1980s and will continue to do so into the next decade ..
Caring is what moves people into
action, he said, and sometimesthat
involves risks.
.
"This sweater you're looking at is
kinda interesting,"
Hoffman said,
drawing attention to the red, white
and blue sweater he wore, "because
back in 1969, I was arrested for wearing a shirt with this same design. I
was charged with desecrating the flag
and was sen fenced to 30 days in jail.
"When sentencing was announced,
I rose solemnly in my chair, raised my
fist in the air and said, 'Your Honor,
I only regret that I have but one shirt
to give to my country.' "
"Later
we won it on appeal,
because I love winning,"
he said .
Hoffman amused and inspired an.

Quayle visit protested
Republican
vice presidential
candidate
J.Danforth
Quayle
made a whistle stop speech in
BolseBepr.
20: Protesters,
from the BSU Chapter of the
Snake
River
Alliance
and
other groups,
as well as supporters,
turned
out 10 hear
and be heard.
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ceived include geology, chemistry, accounting; economics, zoology and
biology. However, 'tutors for other
If you are like most students, you
'courses can beobtained'by
request.
probably have one or more tests this
For English-related
problems, the
week.
Writing
Center
is available
for
The question is: How well do you
students who want to improve their
know the material you will be tested
writing; For other English-related
on?
'
questions, the tutorial program can
I I' you frown at the thought, you' .help refer students.
The Writing
. may want to consider using the
Center is located in Room 220 of the
tutorial or service centers available
Liberal Arts Building. The center is
through the Student Special Services 'usually open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
office.
Monday through Thursday, and 9
. Jeanette Ross, tutorial programs
a.rn. to 4 p.m. on Friday. For more
.. coordinator,
and Lisa Crothers,
information,
eaIl385-1298.
tutorial programs coordinator assisSome other' campus-related
sertant, said the 'service is. free and
vices .include the Accounting
Lab,
available to all I3SU students.
• which can be reached by calling
If you need help with assignments
385-3461;
the Psychology
Lab,
or to prePilre Jar a test and cannot
located in Room 617 hi the Educaafford 10 pay. for private tutoring,
tion Building,
is available
'for
there are many service centers where
students seeking assistance in anyof
students can receive help .... :.
the psychology courses. For nursing
.Fozmathor
scienceproblems.the
. students requesting assistance, the
, Math/Science Drop-in Center is open . College of Health Sciences learning
. Monday through Friday. fror~.8:30·
resource cent~r iSJnRoom .1,07(}f the
a.m. to 5:30 p.m, II is located in the Science/Nursing
aUilding,.
Math/Geology bUilding in room 205; .' . ' . Porcomputer assistance or prac-'
Courses ror which help canberetice,' the Computer
Data
Center.'
t
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by Mark Jones.
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illegal CIA/National
Security Council action of supplying money and
guns to the Contras. Owen carried
Local radio talk show host Torn money, Pentagon
maps and CIA
Alibrandi has raised questions condocuments to Contra leaders. And
cerning Republican vice presidential
Owen, by his own testimony, was also
candidate J. Danforth Quayle and his
involved in the Contras' drug trafpossible involvement in or knowledge
ficking in the U.S.
of Contra aid as early as 1983.
"It is clear, then, that Robert Owen
In an editorial Alibrandi read on
was an active in the Contra effort
his Sept. 6 "Morning Line" show on
while he was on Quayle's-payroll,
As
KIDO, he alleged that, "In 1982,
Owen
hmself
said
in sworn
Quayle introduced one of his staff
testimony, that, while on Quayle's
members, Robert Owen, to Oliver
staff, 'I fclttheir (the Contras') story
North. Early the following year,
needed to be told, so I talked to a
Quayle arranged a meeting between
number of people in Washington,
himself, Robert Owen and John
both in the Senate and the House,
Hull. Hull, a reputed CIA operative
Department
of Defense and NSC,
in Central America (named in several
and set up an appointment
for them
current suits as a key player iii the
(Contra leaders).'
.
Contras' drugs-for-guns
smuggling
"In addition,
one expert on the
campaign) is a Costa Rican rancher,
United States' covert action program
an Indiana resident and ardent supin Central America has stated that,
porter of Sen. Quayle.
'Rob Owen was already very active
"During the summer of 1983, Dan
in helping the Contras when he was
Quayle sent staff member Robert
on Quayle's staff,' "
Owen on a John Hull-sponsored trip
According to an article in the Aug.
to Central America. The purpose of
18,1988 edition of People's Daily
the trip,
according
to Owen's
World by Ron Johnson,
"When
testimony to the Joint Committee
Quayle was asked at Wednesday's
hearings on the Iran-Contra
affair,
press conference about his relationwas to assess the Contras' military
ship to Owen, Quayle denied that
needs, Upon his return, Robert Owen
meetings on such mailers were ever
shared
his findings
with Oliver
held in his office, and said, 'That
North, General John Singlaub and,
question is off-base.' "
presumably,
his boss, Daniel (sic)
This article was sent to Alibrandi
Quayle."
by an anonymous listener. It led him
Shortly after that, Owen resigned
to research Owen's testimony before'
froinQuayle~s staff. According to a
the Iran-Contra Joint Congressional
transcript
of' the Joint -Commitee
. Committee.
•
hearings, he then went to work for
After everything was put together,
Gray and Company, where he was
it "wasall corroborated
by a person
approached
by the Contras to put
who will remain
anonymous,"
Together several proposals to aid in
Alibrandi said.
their fight against the Sandinistas.
When Alibrandi
contacted
Sen.
He did so, but, because Gray and
James McClure's'office,he
was told
Company did not feel comfortable
the issue of Quayle's involvement was
. representing.
the Contras,
Owen
answered in the Iran-Contra
hearresigned and went to work for Oliver
ings; McClure is a national co-chair
North as a courier.
of Quayle's campaign.
According to Alibrandi, "Robert
Owen went to work for Oliver North,
See. :4/ibrCirldi' on page 3
as North's bagman in the covert and
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by Kathleen

See Hoffman.page

Quayle questioned

NOlI

Campusabounds

. audience of all ages as he heaped
television evangelists, Republicans,
Rambo
and certain
government
policies with satire.
Hoffman said U.S. policy in Latin
America can be explained by looking ata map of the United States.
There's "Florida, so firm and erect,
jutting into the soft, compliant Carribbean basin. I began to understand
what historians meant by the big
stick policy," he said.
On Dan Quayle: "He doesn't care
any more about the vet than he did
in 1969 when he dodged the draft."
When Quayle was in the National
Guard, Hoffman
said, "it was a
refuge for those squealing, 'yeah, yo u
go kill some gooks
and save
Democracy from the commies. We'll
stay home and cheer. ",
Hoffman
said he was glad the
movie Platoon was able to show
young people that "war is scary and
people get killed. It's not Rambo
shoot-them-up
and wave the flag.
"Where was Stallone during the

located in Room 417 in the Education building is available, the Plato
Center
in the Simpler-Micron
building,
Room 213. The Plato
Center may require faculty approval
for its use. The TELL Center is set
upfor English majors as a tujoring
service for pratice on. computers as
well as practicing writing skills; it is
located in the LA Building,Room
202.
Of course if you are able to pay for
a private tutor, they are available
through the program, Ross said.
Group 'tutoring is available for
course problems
when the need
becomes evident. For more informa. tion, call 385-3794.
For students who would like to
become tutors, Ross said a minimum
grade of a Bin. the course to be
tutored is required. Ross said lower
division math tutors and physics
tutors are needed,
If you would like to become a
tutor, go to Room 114 of the Administration
Building and ask for

information.
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-Mass. passes animal lab break-';n pena/fy '.
(CPS)-Massachusetts
has
become the first state in the nation
to pass a law that calls for stiff
penalties for stealing animals used in
research and' vandalizing animalresearch laboratories,
The new law, passed unanimously
. by the Massachusetts. legislature and
signed by Gov. Michael Dukakis, .
takes effect in Octorber.lt is aimed
at members of animal-rights groups
who break into universities, hospitals
and other research facilities.
"Here in Massachusetts,
we
haven't had any break-ins," said An-:
neliz Hannan of the Massachusetts
. Society for Medical Research, which
supports biomedical research with
animals. "We wanted a statement
from the legislature that it won't
tolerate this."
Animal rights activists have said
much of the research done with

. animals at universities is frivolous'
and redundant.
Animals·
are
sometimes kept in filthy quarters,
they have said, and researchers-can
often be cruel and inhumane to the
animals.
.
For example, in 1984 the Animal
Liberation Front videotaped University of Pennsylvania
researchers
smoking and using unsanitary instruments while performing surgery
on unanesthesized baboons.
To combat what they believe is
cruelty to animals, animal rights activists have raided labs at the unlversities .of Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Oregon,
California-Davis
and
California-Irvine, among others, in
recent years to free research animals
and destroy equipment.
The latest break-in occured Aug.
15. when -ALF members raided a
heart transplant lab at Loma Linda

....
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University in California. The animal •••
activists "liberated" two goats, eight
dogs and hundreds of pages of
documents.Tiles and photographs.
The documents, the group said, in"
BSU· parkiJ:\g .services now endicate that researcher Dr. Leonard L.
forces parking spaces reserved for
Bailey conducted
meaningless
specific individuals or departments
research and treated research animals
24 hours a day and seven days a
in a callous, cruel manner.
week. year-round.
.
"Research facilities are' no more
Beginning next fall semester, the
than concentration
camps for
animals." according to Carol L. entire stadium lot will be a general
permit required area.
Burnett of People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals.
The Massachusetts law provides
for up toJOyears imprisonment and
fines of up to $25,000 for persons
convicted of damage, trespass or
removal of property from any place
Historian, Pulitzer Prize-winning.
where animals are housed or used in
author and political sage Arthur M ..
research.
Schlesinger, Jr., and author and.
minister F. Forrester Church will be
the featured speakers at the sixth
annual Frank Church Public Affairs Conference Sept. 29 and 30.
"Prospects for Peace" is .the
theme of this year's conference.
Church will speak Sept. 29 at 7:30
p.m, in the Student
Union
Ballroom. Four panels will be held
on Sept. 30. beginning at 8:30 a.rn.
Schlesigner will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Sept .. 30 in the Ballroom.
For more information, call the
School of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs at 385-3776.

.'Parking to change

Church conference
this ;week at BSU

Applications
due
to student teach
The deadline
for student
teaching applications through the
College of Education for the spring
1989 semester is Oct. 3.
This deadline is for student
teachers in secondary (singlc/corn-.
posite options), elementary. special
education and bilingual instruction.
Applications
are available in
Room 306 of the Education
Building. For more information,
call 385-1528.

~each~reducatioit.
BSU history
. professor Phoebe lUndy.wiUbe the
instructor and. tour director' for the
class," .. .
. ..' .
The cost is $2.900, which covers
_pre-trip orientation meetings, all
airfare and group transporatiori
costs, hotel accommodations, three
daily meals, all excurslona.and
sightseeing tours, services of on-site
guides, cultural event -admlslson,
museum fees .and visa processing.
A deposit 0('$300 is required by
Oct. I and the remainder. is due by
Nov. 4.
The tour is sponsored by the
departments of history and teacher
education. For more information;
contact BSU Jnternational
Programs, at 385-3295, the history
department, at 385-1255, or Lundy,
at 385-1985.

'Be in' 'Who's Who'
BSU will again be submitting
nominees for inclusion in the annual publication of "Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges."
The annual selection is open to
juniors and seniors on college campuses across the country. In order
to submit BSU students for consideration, nominations
arc requested from all interested individuals, students organizations,
departments, schools and colleges.
Those nominating a student
should consider the student's participation
and leadership
in
academic and university-related extracurricular activities. citizenship
and service to the school. and promise of future usefulness. All
nominations should be submitted
to the office of David Taylor. the
vice president for student affairs no
later than Sept. 30. For more information, call Taylor. at 385-1418.

Population control
advocate
speaks
BSU goes to USSR

Fast Free Delivery
1013 Vista Ave.
Phone: 343·5995
COUPON
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Learn about the Russian past.
Study the Soviet present. Travel to
the Soviet Union this winter, with
BSU.
That is the theme of BSU International Programs' 1988 Winter
Festival Tour of Russia, a two-week
trip to Moscow. Leningrad and
Kishinev,
The trip. scheduled Dec. 29-Jan.
12, will include tours of museums
and sites covering more than .1,000
years of Soviet history. Group
members will attend cultural events,
meet with groups of Soviet citizens,
and have free time to pursue individual interests.
The trip is offered to the general
public. BSU students.who travel on
the WinterFestival Tour may enroll
for one to five credits in history or

Population
control advocate
Werner Fornos, president of The
Population Institute, will speak on
Oct. 12 from 10:40-11:30 a.rn. and
1:40-2:30 p.m. in Room 106 of the
Liberal' Arts Building.
Fornos speaks
to groups
worldwide in his effort to curb the
consequences of overpopulation.
Prior to his affiliation with the
Washington, D.C.-based Population Institute, Fornos was an assistant
professor
at
George
Washington University, where he
headed the university's
global
Population Information Program.
Fornos' lecture is sponsored by
. the sociology. anthropology and
criminal justice department. For
more information, call 385-3409.
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Alibrandi ,

"I couldn't find where anyone
asked Owen, 'did Daniel (sic) Quayle
know what you're doing?' ," AlibranAdditionally, Alibrandi said he di said.
was told the issue was covered in
"If he (Quayle) was a part of setTime magazine. "It was not," he ting the Contra thing up, he commitsaid.
ted a felony. If he knew about it and
After the McClure staff response, didn't do anything, he committed a
Alibrandi went back and reread felony-an accomplice to acrime or
Owen's testimony.
an accessory. If he didn't know, this

continued/rom page 1

Student" fees provide services
by Chuck McKay

The University News
Among the wide range of student
services covered by full-time registration fce are $94 for the general
building fee, $5 for the capital expertditure reserve, $245 for the institutional maintenance fee, $25 for the
Student Health Center and $57.50
for student health insurance.
University Budget Director Ron
Turner said the general building fee
is used 10 repay the bonds which were
issued to pay the original cost of
building Bronco Stadium, cover the
addition of a second deck to the
stadium and to fund the building of
the Pavilion.
Turner said the capital expenditure
reserve is used to make improvements
to buildings which are not covered by
spcci fic appropriations, such as the
Student Health Center and the
residence halls.
The State Board of Education sets
the insititutional maintenance fee, according to Turner. Student fees are
. combined with tax money to provide
general operating funds for the
physical plant and support activities.
"This fee has just been renamed'
the matriculation fee, but will be used for the same purpose, "Thrner
said.
I
The Student Health 'Center's $25
is used to pay for supplies, medications and expenses involved in
operating
the center, including

salaries. The center is staffed by two
part-time physicians, two certified
nurse practitioners, one full-time and
one part-time,
one part-time
registered nurse and two secretaries.
The center, located on University
.
Drive across from Campus Elementary School, is available to all fulltime students. Patienis may drop in
between 9 a.m, and 4 p.m. No appointments are necessary; cases are
taken on a first-come, first-served
basis. The center offers the same
types of services as most general
practitioners.
The student health insurance fee is
used 10 pay the premium for a
blanket health insurance policy. Mike
.Kleine, the student health insurance
. representative, said the policy is optional, and students who do not wish
to be covered by this policy may re, quest a refund within the first 30 days
of each semester. Broehures explaining the policy are distributed around
campus and are available in Kleine's
office on the second floor of the Student Union and at rhe Union Station
information
booth.
Kleine is
available Monday-Friday between 10
a.m, and 4 p.m. and at other times
by appointment. His office phone
number is 385-3863.
This is the second of a three-part
series on how student fees are spent.
The last article will appear in next
week's edition of The University
News.
'

The 'University News
is currently accepting
applications for the
following positions:
Reporter,
Copy editor.
Typesetter '
Movie reviewer
Art reviewer
Music reviewer
Apply In person at The University News offices, 1603V2 University Dr.,
across from the Student Union Recreation Center, In the basement.

, isa guy we want in public offlee? All
this stuff is going onin his senate office and he didn't know about it?"
Pat Sullivan, of McClure's office
in Boise, said, "They went through
the Iran-Contra issue with a finetooth comb. They interviewed
everybody through that whole affair,
and I'm sure that if Mr. Quayle had
been involved, I'm sure that it would
have come out at some point, either
through. the presidential report or
through the Congressional hearings
report.
"It was a cominittee that was looking for a smoking gun and, if that
smoking gun would have been in Mr.
Quayle's nand, I guarantee it would
have been found.
"The fact that it didn't come up in
either the hearings or the presidential commission report tells me that
was investigated and they couldn't
substantiate any of the accusations. "
When the Republican vice presidential candidate came to Boise on
Sept. 20, Alibrandi said, he and his
radio station were denied access to
Quayle. .
Alibrandi said he asked them to
"just cite me the reference when Sen.
McClure said the question was
asked."
That was on Sept. 19. By Sept. 23,
his call had not been returned.
Alibrandi said he talked to a source

in Quayle's campaign. "They said it
(the denial of access to Quayle) came
from Washington. 'They don't want
you anywhere around. They don't
like you, and they don't want your
station anywhere around Quayle.' "
Alibrandi said he got .a phone call
later that day from a New York
, Times reporter saying that he had
heard about the editorial
and
Alibrandi's being denied access to
Quayle.
A KIDO reporter scheduled to
cover the Quayle visit was told by a
member of the Quayle campaign to
use KIDO's FM station's call letters,
KLTB, to gain access to Quayle.
Alibrandi said he "was denied access the next day."
"Him and every other radio station
in Boise," Sullivan said, "aside from
KCOI. I can't clarify that, caveat
that, in any way, because' I don't
know who he talked to or what they
said. But I can tell you one thing, at
this level here in Boise where we were
setting things up, they went exactly
by the same format that they did in
May (for the vice president's visit).
"Initially, they said there would be
no press availability. We fought
that-very frankly- because we said
that if he's coming out to our state,
we want to have our press people sit
down and talk with him."
Sullivan said that, when the were

3

' grantedpress availabillty, they were
to set ilup the same way as Bush's
visit. "The three networks-ABC,
CBS, NBC~get five minutes apiece,
one camera," Sullivan said. "They
come in.isit down, get up and leave
and then he went to another room
with AP, The Statesman-and -I
, know KBOI'was the radio station
back then-and they said; 'We want
the same set-up, the same people."
A Sept. 21 Statesman article said
five Idaho reporters from radio and
print had access to Quayle.
On Sept. 23, Alibrandi's editorial
.said, "word came out of Quayle's
Washington campaign headquarters
that under no circumstances was our
reporter to be allowed access to Sen.
Quayle."
He said in the editorial, "If
reporters who might ask the hard
questions of our candidates are not
allowed access to those candidates,
how are we going to learn the truth
about these men and women who are
running for public office?"
The editorial ended, "This example of the management
of .. the _
news-also known as censorshipas pulled off by the Quayle campaign, has historically been, the first
step to totalitarianism."
'
"The salient issue is that someone
needs to ask Quayle to clear it up,"
Alibrandi said.

BSU's Groff studies as Fulbright
scholar in Blode Janeiro this fall
by Rosemary HardIn
The Universlty News
Spring started in Rio de Janeiro
the Same day fall started in Boise.
And BSU English professor Keith
Groff is in Brazil enjoying the spring
season instead of watching theleaves
turn brown here in the .Northern
Hemisphere. Groff has made Rio his
home for the past six weeks and will
stay until December.
He is there on a Fulbright scholarship award, as one of 1,000 educators
world-wide
who are awarded
'Fulbrights
each year. Qualified
educators are awarded the scholarships in order to studyteachand do
researchIn other countries and contribute to their host countries by lecturing and/or doing research beyond
the Ph.D. level.

Lucky to be in Rio
"Brazil is one of the most beautiful
places I've ever seen," Groff said in
a telephone interview from Brazil. "I
am very lucky. Brazil is a difficult
country to get a Fulbright for. They
have three to four applications for
everyone opening," he said.
In order to receive a Fulbright
scholarship, educators usually apply
one year before the time they want
to go, according to Groff. To apply,
hopefuls send proposals to the
Fulbright
Commission
in
Washington, D.C., which then-sends
the most appropriate proposals to the
capital city of the host country the
applicant is applying for. The host
country recommends the applicants
it wants and the final decision is
made in Washington.
Groff said that, initially, he had
applied to Thailand but said a position carne open in Brazil when one'
of the chosen applicants had to turn
it down.
Fulbright scholarhsips run either
one academic year or half a year"
depending on the country. In Brazil,
all Fulbrights are for 'a half-year, or
one semester.

An international flavor
. Rio de 'Janeiro is,a city of 10
million people. The Jesuit university
where Groff is working is Ponti fica
UniversidadeCatolica.
"It's very
close'to the same size as BSU. There
are abOut 9,000 studentshere," Groff
said.
He said PontificaUniversidade
CatoHca is the only university in

Brazil that offers a Fulbright program; He added that there is one
other United States Fulbright scholar
at the university, in the law school,
from San Antonio.
Groff, who is a psycholinguist and
created a BSU course on the process
of language acquisition, is teaching
a graduate-level course in Rio, call"Language, Culture and Perception."
"The chances for rest
unversity
are very significant in
language acquisition and development," Groff said. He has been invited by two other Brazilian universities to lecture on the subject.
According to Groff, Pontifica
Universidade Catolica "has one of
themosi elaborate English programs
in all of Brazil." He said the university has one of the best graduate level
programs in English translation and
interpretation
in the Western
Hemisphere. Thc national language
in Brazil is Portuguese, but, Groff
said, all the universi " students "are
very fluent in English."
While in Rio, Groff is working
long-distance with BSU professors
Roy Fox and Charles Davis on a
workshop to initiate a program
through which students have the opportunity to evaluate professors,
something which has never been
done before at the university in Rio.
He also is directing a workshop on
developing an English competency
test for students.
In Rio, Groff is working with professors from England and France,
which, he said, gives the research
conducted at the university a European flavor.
'

Made in Brazil
'Groff said there is a great deal of
protectionism in Brazil. "It's almost
impossible to buy anything not made
in Brazil," he said. For example, a
bottle of Scotch distilled outside the
country can cost as much as $50. Or
English pipe tobacco, which Groff
prefers, can run $20 an ounce. In
contrast, a fillet mignon dinner with
all the trimmings runs an average of
$2.50 a dinner. "You can have the
finest meal you could ever dream of
for five or six dollars," he added.
There are some anti-United States
feelings in Brazil, but Groffsaid they
are directed toward the U.S. power
structure rather than at individuals.
"Many of the upper middle class resent U.S. imperialism,"'Groffsaid.
"They see the u.s. as exploiting them
and not valuing their culture. It's
kind of a love/hate relationship."
Because Groffspeaks Spanish, he
is able to go places,and experient:e

things most visitors cannot. He has
been to Cabofrio, the point in the
South Atlantic
where Amerigo
Vespucci first landed in 1502. While
there, he watched penguins play, saw
donkey-drawn wooden carts and a
harbor full of wooden Portuguese
fishing boats with crew members as
young as 10 years old.
One weekend he went to the mountain town of Arara and realized for
the first time that the nighttime sky
in the Southern Hemisphere is "entirely different" from the sky in the
Northern Hemisphere, he said; he
saw the Southern Cross for the first
time.
Groff said that what he likes best
about Brazil is the warmth of the
people. "The people are very
animated and close and comfortable
being close to each other. They arc
very receptive to me," he said.
What he likes least, he said, is the
"sense of disorder, from our culture's
perspective," He said people routinely run red lights and park on the
sidewalks. To add to his sense of inefficiency, for example, it is necessary
to go to the post office to mail a letter. He said because of high inflation
rates in Brazil, the price of stamps
changes constantly. He also said
there are not conveniences such as ex- .
press lines to make things easier, "But ..
nobody gets mad at each other,"
Groff said.

Monkeys in the window

r.iroff will return to Boise in.
December, .when: his semester in
Brazil is completed. He said he docs
not know how he will relate his experiences to his srudems at BSU. "I'
don't' know what I'll do there. I
haven't thought that far in advance, ..
. he said.
Groff said a river runs through the
Pontifica Universidade Catolica campus and wild parrots fly everywhere.
During the telephone interview, he
said, he was watching monkeys play
in the tree outside his window. And
from the same window, he said he
could see the South Atlantic ocean
inthe distance.
In December, Groff will leave Rio's
summer season to return to Boise,
. just i~tim,e for winter.

Face'"-the road with
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Alibrandi'squestionsjust,

need answers

Tom"Alibrandi
has a series of valid points in connection
with the congressional
record of J. .Danforth Quayle.
The
question remains: why didn't Quayle come out and answer the
accusations?
None. of the information,
with the exception of
whatever
started Alibrandi
on his hunt: through the records,
came from confidential
sources.
Everything
he found came
from public . documents.
• And now Mcfllure's
people (remembering
James McClure
is national
co-chair
of Quayle's
campaign)
aren't. answering
Alibrandi's phone calls.
And the ncwspeople from KIDO are told
.to -,use different. station II> letters if they want to cover the Quayle
whistle stop.
And nobody .isanswering
the main. question: Did
Dan Quayle have something to do with the Iran-Contra dealings
of Olliegate, or was he completely ignorant of the' goings-on in
his own office? As - Alibrandi said, one has to wonder which
answer to the question is worse; no wonder Quayle's .people
aren't
talking.
.
Ever since the media decided that any American with
enough hutzpah to run for public office· had better he . part
superhero and clean enough
squeak, fewer and fewer of the
people with the brains and the guts to doa good job in the
executive offices have looked good enough on paper 10 run for
it, or, indeed, have been stupid enough to want to open up their
lives to that sort of microscopic scrutiny.
This has left the
people with a series of whipped cream candidates like Gary Hart,
Dick Gcphardt and Pal Robertson.
And, since his nomination
came from out of left field and his record leaves some doubt as to
his basic competence as a human being, we might add J.
Danforth Quayle to the confection list.
We're not endorsing anybody yet at the U. News. There
will be plenty of time for that in October, after the editorial
board has examined the issues and the stances and come to a
consensus.
Right now we're asking some questions, the same
questions Alibrandi
is asking.
And we're wondering
why
nobody 'is coming up with any answers.

to

Censorship of 'Temptation' a poor idea
.Editor, Tile University News:
. Much furor· has. arisen in many communities over the resently released motion
picture, The Last Temptation oj Christ. " I
have not viewed the film, and therefore must
reserve my opinion until I evaluate the movie
based on what I see. However, it does seem
thatmany well intentioned individuals in my
community would deny me my right to make
an informed decision to view the film, by.
pressuring 1\>Cli1 theater owners to commit an
act ofcensorship.
There are many aspects of this sacrosanct
community pressure that should seem inconsistent with ideals of freedom. The most
obvious-none
of the individuals signing
petitions or making phone calls denouncing
this film have ever seen it, The existence of
a free society requires individuals with open
minds, willing to make decisons based on
facts, not hearsay and innuendo.
Secondly, no one is forced to pay their $5
admission and see any film. What exactly are
the
Christians.
afraid or? That their sacred tenetS will be corrupted by the mere presence of such a movie?
It was my understanding that "truth" could
not be altered, that it remained "truth" even
in the presence of differing perspectives and

Commentary
Photography a legitimate art; go see some
by Mark Jones
The University News
In the world of fine art, photography has
a bad reputation. It always has been a kind
of bastard child, never really accepted and
often looked down on. At one time, there
wasn't a gallery anywhere that would exhibit
a photograph. Even today, the practice is
viewed with suspicionthere
are some
museums-that refuse to show photographs
and others that segregate photo exhibits.
Consider the impact the photograph has
on each of us every day. How many of us pick
up a newspaper and look first at the photos
or leaf through a magazine until we find a
picture that catches our interest and then read
the accompanying article?
The still photo has given us views of people we otherwise would never have met and
gives us that "captured moment" painters
have been trying to recreate for years. •
Photography as art is something many
photographers have attempted but not all
haveachieved. The camera makes it easy to
capture an event or a moment, butthe line
between
document and a w~rk of art is
distinct, yet hare! todefine.What makes an
EdwardWestonor Ansel Adams print a fine
art.photo and photos from a birthday party
m ments documented?
.,

viewpoints. John Stuart Mill, writing about
freedom and religion, said the more truth was
tested, disputed and· fought against, the
stronger it would emerge, and that religious
persons should welcome differing opinions
of spirituality to sustain truth .as. fresh .
source of inspiration, not merely the perfunc-'
tory practice of a dead religion.
The movie has been protested against.
because of its portrayal of Christ with human
desires and characteristics. However, the Bible emphasizes repeatedly that' Christ was
able to become a savior because. he was
human like us, subject to human desires, failings and characteristics. If Christ-was not
Editor, The University News:
human, where was the "miracle in the
The Lectures Committee of the Student
sacrifice"? The Bible says Christ Was subject
Programs Board would like to extend a well
to all temptations like unto us; Human-sexuality is one of the primary "temptations"
f.' deserved thank you to: The professors who
promoted the Abbie Hoffman lecture; their
that we as "mortals" face continually. < We
.students; the Student Uliion staff for a job
should never fear or repress diverse opinions
well done; the people who showed to support
in our society, even when they challenge
the Student Programs Board by attending this
something as conveniently sacred and obevent; the University News Services for their
vious as a Christian view of God.
help, guidance and support.
Thank you, arigatto gozaimasu, gracias,
Myla L. Batson
Nampa,ID

The University News is published weekly during the academic year
by the Students of Boise State University. Offices are located at 1603 Yz University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725, telephone 345-8204.
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Ellen' Koop; Advertising Account Representatives: Jennifer
Bringman; Jennifer White; Reporters: Kathleen Cressler, Robert
Franklin, Lisa Langdon; Chuck McKay, John Odziemek;
Reviewers: Lee Arnold, Phil De Angeli, Steve Farneman, Steve
Michas; Secretarles: Tieneke Pavesic, Maria Thomas; Typesetter~
James Trent; Distributor: Brian Taylor,
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Two photographers who currently have
t heir works displayed in thc Liberal Arts
Building arc Kurt Fishback and Lauric
Blakeslee. Their photographs go beyond the
snapshot, Each has created a view of their
subjects that gives us more than just a
portrait.
All artists ask two things of the >;iewer. an open mind, and time. Without an open
mind, a viewer may ask "What's the point?"
This form of prejudice destroys what the artist is trying' to convey.
Time is probably the most important consideration when viewing art. Stop and look.
Consider all the elements hat have been included in an art piece and what each
represents.
Fine art and commercial photography arc
very controlled media; if it is there, it has a
purpose. Ask yourself, "What is the feeling
or attitude the artist is trying 10 convey wit h
Iheseelemcnts?"
Arid then decide for
yourself if the artist has made this clear.
Finally" do'. you .like what you see?
It is notrequired thatyou like every photo
you see; not every photo is worth viewing,
. Keep in mind .thay art photos can't be viewi cdin the same manner as vacation photos.
.
Take these ideas and an hour or two and
" decide for yourself is Blakeslee and Fishback
have created arr.orsnapshors.

SPBlectures committee, thanks the
helpers from the Hoffman lecture
rncrci tres bien, dankc schon,
Lectures Committee
The Student Programs Board
P.S. See you at Jello Biatra.

Reader berates Gould for column
Editor, Tile Uilil'ersity News:
means you do not. Branson-Culley did a very
Russell Gould's commetary, '''Starting
good job at combining them all in a light and
Over'insults
non-trad students:" iUlhe
easy-to-read book that was meant to combine
September 19, 1988 issue, isa bigger insult
the factual rules of dealing in a bureacracy
to non-traditional,
students than Kellie
with secrets'Tor succeSs learned from seasonBranson-Culley's book could ever be.
ed non-traditionals-facts
such as where you
Mr. Gould apparently is not aware that
can cash a"(;heck (In campus, get child care,
Kellie.Branson-Culley herself has b~'Cl\anonor fill out an FAF are most helpful.
traditiqnal student at BSU for the past three
A newly enrolled, non-traditional student
yea,rs and is not just part of "some runnynosed kids affiliatied with ASB,SU," as he . may have a purpose for higher education existing in his mind, but that is little comfort
referred to our student government. He is
(or help) when he steps onto this campus and
.also oblivious to the fact that in general, nonis met with the bureaucracy, a foreign
trad students try to blend with the traditional
vocabulary and placement exams.
students in their scholarly pursuits and not
Perhaps I am more offended than most,
alienate them with name caIling and selfsince I am a non-traditional student-a nonrighteous pedantr}'.
traditional student wI10 worked full-time in
.It still is not clear to me if Mr. Gould has
a restaurant at night, while raising a two-yeara problem with ASBSU or'the contents of
'old daughter alone. I carried a full load with
Branson-Culley's
book, as the student
a 4.0 GPA and became BSU's first nongovernment
is
traditional Homecoming Queen. ,But The
mentioned as often as the author. It
University News practically ignored that
is apparent, however, that he focused on every
story. It might have been enlightening and in'trivial and whimsical aspect of the book and
spirational to the hundreds of non-trads who
....ignored the positive aspects of such a work.
could benefit from it just as Branson-Culley's
It is true thala non-trad student can find
book would be ifitwere.given the chance it
much of "Starting Over's" information iii the
many other university publications (i.e., pam~ deserVes.;
phlets. catalogs and student handb()oks) if
a non-trad $tudent has the time to sift . Brenda 'Molina Hiatt
BSUStudenl.
through all of them. The fact isthiltthe very
definition' cf being a non-trad student'
. invariably.'
. ,
'
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Teaching for fun andadventllre
by Bobble' ~tiDnhigham
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Certter: ,Rape a eampusproblem

~~:t~~:o~o~~~~t~~tt~~~tat~~'~
she said.

a part of the Buddhist philosophy to
"It was such a contrast to the way
"
'
revere' teachers.
we treat foreigners here in the United
(CPS)-Shocked
wh~n 16 victims
"I thinkif rape is inevitable, relax and
"My job was working with them
States. They would apologize to me
of campus rapes came for help within
enjoy it."
.
BStJ student Amy Doyle spent six
on dialogues and vocabulary. ,We
because they didn't speak English."
a six-week period, the Rape TreatBut
theshanty,
according
to InweeksinThichung,
Taiwan this sumwould set up a situation like being in'Doyle said she would recommend
ment Center
of Santa -Monica
diana alumnus Mike Evans, was buill
mer,' helping Thiwanese citizens learn
terviewed for a job, and then have a
the experience to others, but offered
Hospital's staff publicly asked college
to increase awareness of campus sexconversational
English as a part of
conversation that would take place in
some cautions. ' .
presidents to step up efforts to preual assaults
that happened
long
the YMCA World Ambassadors
the situation,"
she said.
Program."
,
"Make sure you know what you're
vent sexual assaults on students.
, before Knight's statement.
'
DUring her six weeks in Taiwan,
getting into," she said. "Culture
The center decided to issue its
In a 1987 survey of 6,000 students
According to a brochure publishDoyle stayed in apartment provided
shock is very real; you can get it. But
report, called "Sexual Assault on
at 32 colleges, one in six female
ed bYlhe
program,
YMCA am'by the YMCA, sharing it with two
if you can just take things as they
Campus: What Colleges Can Do,"
students reported being raped during
bassadors "serve in over 40 nations
other women working in the procome, you'd have a great time. It's
after treating the 16 women, an "inon six continents for the purpose of
the previous year. The majority of
gram. Doyle said she became close
worthwhile.
ordinate number proportionate
to
thoseassauIts
were "acquaintance
'Peace
through
Friendship
and
friends with her roommates
and
"My A-I travel tip is to take your
our
clientele,"
according
to : rapes';' in which the victim and the
Understanding.'
" The program is an
other Y Ambassador, teachers.
owl) music,"
she said. "Culture
Marybeth Roden of the center.
assailant knew each other.
international' "service/study/travel"
"I expected to make friends with
shock can make you feel like you're
"Universities,"
she said, "have a
In the same study, conducted by
program for college students who
my students,"
she said, "but laiso
losing your identity. If you can put
responsibiluy
to protect students."
University of Arizona researchers,
want to spend part of their summers
made friends with the other teachers.
on your earphones and close your
While sexual assaults on thenaone of every 15 men said he had comin other countries as volunteers for
I wondered what it was we all had in
eyes,' it's very reassuring."
tion's campuses seem to be happenthe YMCA.
'
'
mitted rape or had attempted .rape
common.
It was a sense of
In general, Doyle said, she had a
ing more
frequently,
colleges
during the same time period.
"I decided to go for the fun and
adventure-to
do something no one
positive and enjoyable experience in
-themselves donot know how to preadventure," Doyle said. "I wanted to
To stop it, the Santa Monica report
else does. Everyone there was out of
Taiwan and would like to go back
vent them or treat them when they
see what else is out there."
urges colleges to adopt
official
the ordinary.
someday to visit.
happen, the report claimed.
"I didn't have any idea how easy
policies
that
condemn
sexual
"The friends I made there are
As an example, the report cited a
it would be to go," she said. "You
assaults,
establish
procedures to
friends for life," she said. "It's a real
case in which a rape victim at one
change living quarters when the vic.
have to have a passport and a visa,
emotional thing. It was hard to leave. 'college lived down the hall from her
And you are responsible for plane
tim and the alleged assailant live in
I wanted
to come
home
and
assailant for several weeks after the
fare and spending money. But the Y
the same dorm, implement educaeverything, but I really got attached
attack While campus officials ground
arranges everything else."
tional programs about sexual assault,
to people there.
--------through-their'-'
disciplinary
---"'--'-OoYlcsanr-snCfi3cr-no
traming as
improve security measures and start
"It changes you. If you come away
procedures .
better programs to treat victims.
~
teacher before she went
unchanged,
you did something
Such. insensitivity
amounts
to
Such programs
'would' not be
wrong. You didn't learn anything."
"'revictimizing'
the victim,"
the
"The people at the Y' train you
popular, if the persistence
of InThe YMCA World Ambassador
report said.
diana's vandals is emblematic
of
when you get there. My training
Program has offices in Africa, Asia,
At Indiana University, students
general campus thought.
period lasted aboutthree hours," she
Europe, Australia, and the Americas.
rebuilt a "shanty" aimed at shaming
said. "They give you textbooks and
IU's Evans said he does not have
According to the brochure, many
administrators
into funding a rape
high hopes for the rebuilt shanty. "I f
tell you what classes you'll teach.
! Amy Doyle
I
students receive academic credit at
crisis center.
we keep it up for the first two weeks
"You just sort of use the textbook
--~7yoo get thrown together and their colleges and universities for the
"Campus
is not a safe place,"
ofschool,
it will be a victory."
as a guide."
,
they're your only link. They're peosummer program.
junior Laurie Nicholson said, "and
Doyle said her students had learnpIe you probably wouldn't be friends
Other Y ambassadorships
include
a crisis center is a valuable system
cd the basics of the English language
with back home; but they're all a summer as a camp counselor at
that otber universities provide."
as children in school, but did not
you've got to keep hi touch witli your
Camp
Cllimikeppin
Hokkaido,
Keeping the shanty up, moreover,
know how to converse in, casual
culture. You have to be friends. You Japan; touring the People's Republic
has become a political issue in itself
English.
,
, ,
,
tough it out and you get attached
of China to gain an understanding of
at Indiana. It has been torn down six
, "They don't know alot of pronunthe mystery, of the world's most
times and vandalized 16 times since
, dation,"
Doyle said. "Theywarit (0 because they're your lifeline to your
world."
populous nation; conducting recreait was first built May 7. The struclearn English so they: can succeed
Doyle said the thing she liked best tion classes with young adults in
ture was almost destroyed iii August
the business world.
'
about her travels in Taiwan was the ,Cairo; and visiting U.N. agencies and
when somebody threw a homemade
, ''And they want to know slang versense of history.
other international offices in Geneva,
fire bomb in it.
sus formal English."
'
'
"We visited a city called Lukang,
SWitzerland.
Some have said they believe the
'Doyle said shewas a little nervous
which is the oldest city in Taiwan, We
For more information,
contact
shanty has been vandalized to supwhen-she started' her teaching job,
went to a Buddhist temple there Clipp Drury, World Ambassador
port Indiana basketbaUcoach
Bob-.
but her fears' were soon laid to rest.
where services have been going on Program, c/o Lansing YMCA, 301
by Knight. Knight outraged many.,--'
'''In,Taiwan,
teachers are highly
unchanged for 276 years.
W. Lenawee St., Lansing, MI 48933,
but apparently
,not all-Indiana
'respected. It is almost religious. It is
"It is humbling because you realize '(517) 487-5978.
"
students when he told an interviewer,
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Stop hurting
the trees
you love.
Leave

'forests

and parks
,clean,

d'E"
h
'.
uct11() an·· .....
s lor your parents,
and aCD for yourself

C',~ ,A 'C' "

Try a Macintosh tOdaY-YOll

Get a Macintosh~computer to
' And if that isn't.enough reason
may win a Sony Discman. 'helpwith your homework.
to look at a Macintosh today, here's
,,.Now that a new school year is
Then you'll never have to spend
another:
underway, we have an idea that'll anotherall·nighterretyping a paper
Right now, you have three'
make both you and your par,ents 'jl!stto purge a'few typos and
. chances to win one of Sony's
feel tl bit more confident come
dangling modifiers. You'll be able to Discman CD players-including
finals time:
crank olit assignments that look as
the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
though you bribed a friend in art
which also plays the new 3-inch ,;
school. And with an amazing new
CDs.And even if you'miss out on
progciin called HyperCard~-which
the CDplayei~you may still win
just happens to come packaged
one of 15Apple T-shirts;No
with every Macintosh,~ you can
strings attached - just fiUout
easily store, organize, and -cross:
a registration form at the
reference research notes to your
' location listed below.
heart's content.

So come in and get yourhands
on a Macintosh.
If not for yourself, do it for
your folks.

T

•

Enlt;r,:,

Sl'pll'llllll'r 12111:Sepll'lllhul' .10111

Mar offers competence- See Macintosh
.COIilputers at APPLEFESTon Sept., 28th
Student Union Building,

The power to be your best:"

"AFB
perform
Cindere
..

I

'.~

The American'FestJ
brings the legendary
Cinderella to lifeon Sel
.and Oct 1 at 2 p.m. fir
Center. Tickets.are prJl
$20, $16 and $14 and I.
all.Select-A-Seat outlet

4

Church conference
this week at BSU·
<,

~---~--"~-~-

Club fair set
to be held in
BSU Quad

_ Students curious about
organizations and clubs at BSU will
find the answers to their questions at
the Autumn Adventure a stud t
orgarueauon fair, Sel?t:28 fro~n 11
a"m-3 p ..m in the campus qua d.
---Nearly35 BSU organizatl
d'
dePartments are expected too:::v~
booths at the fair and student grou s
will provide the entertainment Fgod
will be available at man f th'
booths. .
. Y0 e
In case of rain the fair will b h ld
Sept 30
'
e e
. .

Mon., Sept. 26

Fri., Sept. 30

"Prospects for Peace"is the theme of
this year's annual Frank Church
Public Affairs Conference. The
conference will open at 7:30 p.m, Sept
29 with a keynote address by F.
Forrester Church. Church is son of
the late senator for whom the
conference is named.
The conferencecontinues on Sept.
30 with panel discussions on Central
Ame~ca at 8:30 a.m., the MiddleEast
.at 10.30 a.m., the SOviet
Union at 1'30
. p.m, an d "In Search 0f
C
Fxank_ l1!:lrch"at :3:30p.m. ArtliurM.
Schlesmger Jr., Historian, PuUtlzer
prize-winning author and founder
and vice chairman of Americans for
Democratic Action, will address the ~
conference at 7:30 p.m, that evening.
All events wlll take place in the
Student Union Ballroom.
'The Public Image of Frank
Church," an exhibit at BSU's
HemtngwayWestem Studies Center,
opens Sept. 28 and runs through Dec.
2. The center is open Monday _
Wednesday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
Sunday from 1- 4 p.m.

Sat., Oct. 1
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Looki ng Ahead:

BAA Football Luncheon,
sponsored by the Bronco Athletic
Association, 11:45 -1 :30, Student
Union Ballroom

I

~Last day to file with department for Boise Public Library
film for
Tues., Oct. 4
. admission to candidacy for Masters
children, "The Red Balloon" and .'
Degree, last day to file application
Padding ton Makes a Bid," 2 p.m.- 3
BSU night at Barkley's Comedy .11
for Dec. 88 graduation with the
p.m., library audltorlum, free. For ClUb, $1 cover for BSU. students, ;.;
SPB film, Repoman, 7 p.m., SPEC. registrar's office, and last day to
more information, call 384-4421.
featuring comedians Bob Hansen and'
!
All SPB films are free to students
petition for College of Business
with activity card, $1 faculty and
upper division admission for spring
.~. 1.1
Football, BSU vs. Weber State; 7 - Rhonda Shear
1989
staff and $2.50 general.
p.m., Bronco Stadium.
Oct. 5-8 and 13-15
. I
Frank Church conference
_
Tues., Sept. 27·
continues with panel dlscusslons
- Cinderella, American
Festival
Antigone, presented by the Theatre
i
on: Central America, 8:30 a.m.;
Ballet, 2 p.m., Morrison Center,
Arts
department,
8
p.rn.,
Morrison
I
I
Scoring session for minimum
Middle East, 10:30 a.m.; Soviet
tickets $25, $20, $16 and $14 at
Center Stage II, tickets free to BSU .j :
competency exam for English, 8:30 Union, 1:30 p.m., "In Search of
all Select-A-Seat outlets.
students,
Iacuhy and staff and $6
a.m.-4 p.m., Student Union Lookout .Frank Church", 3:30 p.m. and
general
from
all Select-A-Seat'
~
~Sun.,
Oct.
2
Room
featured speaker, Historian Arthur
outlets
.
Schlesinger, at 7:30 p.m. All events
/
Wed., Sept. 28
in Student Union Ballroom.
~fiIm,
Beat Generation, 7 p.rn., Fri.,'Oct. 7

-

Student
Organizational
11 a.m.-3 p.m. , Quad.

Fair,

SPB film, Repoman, 3:15 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge

SPB film,

tt..; 7 p.m., SPEC

Volleyball, BSU vs. Montana, 7:30
p.m., Human Performance Center

Cinderella, American
Festival
Ballet, 8 p.m., Morrison Center,
tickets $25, $20, $1.6 and $14 at
Volleyball, BSU vs. Montana, 7:30 all Select-A~Seat outlets
p.rn., Human Performance Center

Thurs., Sept. 29

Sixth Annual Frank . Church
Public Affairs
Conference,
Keynote address by F. Forrester
Church, 7:30 p.m., Student Union
Ballroom

Man .Oct 3

Cajun band "Beausoleil"
appear A. ~
live at the Mardi Gras Ballroom.
/' """':'
.
Doors open at 8:30 p.m., tickets
B.AA Football Lunc~eon, 11:45- available at the Record Exchange and
1.30 p.rn., Student Union Ballroom,... BoiseConsuiner Co-op
.
.,.

SPB film, If ..., 7 p.m. , SPEC
.~Reba McEntire with Steve
Wariner, 8 p.m., Pavilion, tickets
$13.50 at all Select-A-Seat outlets

/
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SPB shows _Beatniks,
boarding
scliools,
'Repo Man'
Tills week's Student Programs
Board films include the return of
Repoman. the English made If,.. and
the documentary The Beat Generation
wh1chexplores the lives of Jack
Kerouac and other "beats".
Repoman, starring Emilio Estevez
and HanyOean
Stanton.1sthe
surreal satire about an angry.
moralJstic repo man who prowls the
tnnercity streets preying on cars
whose, owners are delJquent in their
payments.
If,... starring Malcolm McDowell,
is ashocklng portrait of life in a
repressive 'English boarding school
where three nonconfonmst
students
rebelduring their senior year. The'
students' ultimate reaction to
diScipllneatid
.authoritarianism
cuImtnates in,a .surreal e . shattering
and violent climax.
The Beat Generation c An American
Dream is a portrait of the volttale.
'
period after the Second World War. in
American culture.
The archival film
of everyday llfe in the 50's paints a
vivid picture of the rather naive
mainstream culture of those years
and the. alternatives the Beatniks
proposed in response to the Amencan
values of the 50's. Thls1l1m is hosted
by Steve Allen and features Allen
Ginsberg. Jack Kerouac. TImothy

ms
~ella, '
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stlvalBaUet
1}urytale'
Sept, 30 at 8p.rn.'
1il; the Morrtson
PIiced from $25,
Id1areavailable-at
llets.,
.. ' ,
f
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Repoman shows Sept. 26 at 7 p.m,
in the ,SPEC and Sept. 28 at 3:15 in the

Student Union Ada Lounge. If,.. plays
on Sept. 30 and Oct. 3 at 7 p.m, in the
SPEC and The Beat Generation debuts
Oct. 2 at 7 p.m, in the SPEC and will be
shown again at 3: 15 p.m, in the
Student Union Ada Lounge on Oct. 5.
All SPB sponsored movies are free
to BSU students with activity card. $1
faculty. staff and high school
students and $2.50 general.

~:u

Abbie Hoffman,
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Country music artist Reba McEntire
will appear in concert at the BSU
Pavilion on Oct. 3 . Guitarist Steve
Warmer opens the show at 8 p.m,
Tickets are $13.50 from all Select-ASeat outlets.
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And Other-Stuff.
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Bored with the Olympics? ABC (KJVI, Channel
6) presenls Rob Reiner's Stand By Me on Tues.,
Sept. 27 and Ron Howard's Nightshift on Thurs.,
Sept. 29. , Both are great flicks, even if they
,.
probably have been edited to smithereens to make
room for commercial breaks and to please the
censors., Driving through the downtown
construction? Ease the stress and stop for a bit of
lunch at Le Poulet Rouge, 106 N. Sixth. They always
have a selection of incredible salads on hand...The
Stage Coach Theatre is presenting "Relatively
Speaking" at the, Playhouse 2000 located at 2000
KootenaiSt. on Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1. Ca1l3422000 to reserve $5 tickets for this comedy... ,
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'Tempation'a wonderful

B·r~lIg'·.Sings·.'l1iS
.·••H
. offmari.esque
philosophy, on ~WorkersPlaytime'

.

by Steve ,Farnemim

producing.
'
Braggls-~self.described
"urban
folk
music" expresses common themes of
."Waiting for the,' Great, Leap
loneliness ("The Only One"), jealousy
Forwards", is a song Abbie Hoffman
("The Short Answer"),
reminiscence
could sing with ease--thematically
of past bonds (the misty, a capella
anyway. A get-off-your-buttcall .••.to
"Tender Comrade") and lost ,love
activism that states the Revolutip~: .., ("Must I Paint You a Picture")
can be just a t-shirt away as!ong as·: through the album's 11 songs.
you .don't "sleep in with the'
.One songJn addition to "... Great
sleepers." The tune closesvout
Leap' Forwards" that takes issue with
Workers Playtime, the fourth LP from a non-sexual
subject is notably
B~,tishpopulist
singer/songwriter
"Rotting "on Remand." Here B.ragg
Billy Bragg.
. ' .
decries the innocent until proven
Indeed a song with lines. that
guilty court system and the substanportend "here comes the future and,
dard living conditions for those who
you c~n't run from it/If you'v,e got a
are 'refused bail and locked up. "You
blacklist I want to be on it .. ./.. .If
don't ..turn ·.criminals
into citizens/by
no one seems to. understand/Start
treating -:them this way," Bragg sings.
your own revolution, cut out the
"
middleman" is a song which has
important meaning
in this election
year.
"Waiting for the Great Leap
Forwards" is worthy of some
attention..
'
Workers Playtime
(which' wryly
carries ther subtitle Capitalism
is
Killing
Music) follows up this past
summer's six-track EP Help Save the
Youth of America, which served as a
platform for Bragg to encourage
participation
in this year's election
(voter registration
information
was'
enclosed) and sing statements as
timely as the evening news. On that
EP's poignant "Days Like These" he
offered his outside viewpoint on
current
American
issues. singing
lines like "The CIA on campus are
taking down some names/inviting
folks join them in their coke and
dagger games."
However the politics' that Bragg
chooses to primarily explore once
again on Workers
Playtime arc of the
sexual kind. Still the everyday.
man/woman
relationships
that Bragg'
sings of through his foghorn of an
accent can occasionally
be viewed as
Although quite solid, Workers
something of a parable against more
Playtime
lacks any brilliant jewels
global themes.
like his last album's (1986's Talking
This album is the first time Bragg
With the Taxman About Poetry) "Levi
has fully employed a band to back
Stubbs' Tears" and "Greetings to the
him up.
This is of course an
expected move up from his humble
New Brunette" which both seemed to
beginnings as something of a street
'come our of nowhere with the right
corner musician and his stark and
answers (though ". . .Great Leap
stunning 1983 debut Life's a Riot
Forwards"
is still a standout).
With Spy VS. Spy (thankfully
.
• The best thing about Billy Bragg is
reissued last year, in the states on a
that he simply doesn't moan and
compilation) on which he was armed
groan about the common man's
only with his punkish electric guitar problems but he's actually doing
and that accent.
,
something about it, supporting
causes
Even with a band the arrangements
and waking people up. The world
are kept, simple' and to the point.
could usc a few mo~e folks like Bragg
Overall, the production on Workers
and Workers
Playtime
is certainly
Playtime seems quieter and more
recommended
listening.
restrained
than previous Bragg
outings with accomplished
English
producer Joe Boyd (10,000 Maniacs,
Fairport Convention, R.E.M., Nick
Drake) behind the board co-
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September 29 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Education Annex
(Little Red BUildings adjacent to ','Campus School)
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10th & Grove"
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THE STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAM

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 9- 2
No Noise Pollution Herel

en'dsYiithout

PLEASE PLAN TOATTEND

is now serving Alcohofic Beverages
to those of legal age

relationship,

<resolution.
'
This film is fullof
action, along
with' deep philosophical
debate' -Jesus wrestling
with the ideas of
how best to save the world,
whether to love all the evil away,
or todesiroy'
what he doesn't like
and start 'over .
The miracles are here as well --'
healing the blind,changing'
water
to 'wine;bringing
Lazarus back
from death. . They are presented
without fanfare, just :as they must
have happened.
What was water '
when put. in a jug is wine when it
comes out. A man whose eyes were
scarred shut, after Jesus' touch,
opens them and can see.
,
The Last Supper, the origin of
the communion service, is a simple
meal of bread and wine. The
guests eat and drink as they are
told, but Peter touches his finger
to his tongue and the liquid on it
is blood, not wine.
The film also is full of blood,
from the sacrifices of animals in
the temple to the battles of zealots
to the hammering of, hands and feet
onto the cross.
It is presented,
however, with a sensitivity
somehow missing from the blood- .
and-guts action films from
Stallone and Norris.
And then there's the sequence all
of the controversy centers on: The
last temptation
is the devil's
offering of a normal life, a
delusion
Jesus experiences
while
on the cross. But I won't keep you
in suspense--he
chooses to die for
the redemption of the human race,
rejecting
thedevil's
temptation.
r:
Yes, the delusion includes a scene
where Jesus and Mary Magdalene
have sex, but they're married at
the time-wand it
a delusion.
I think this is a wonderful movie.
Everybody in America should see
this' movie. or maybe' everybody
over the age of 17 and/or those
who have parental consent,
because it is rated R. It's showing
e' the Egyptian Theater.

STUDENTS AND FACUL TV

The Ferrari of Dance Clubs

oWl says

their

I wonder -if all the people who are
now trying to censor The Last
Temptation
of Christ have
actually seen the movie.
As far as
I'm; concerned, it's one of the most,
appealing' arguments
for
Christianity
I've seen in a long
time.
Willem Dafoe is a compelling
Christ; any man who is frightened
of being crucified can head up my
religion.'
The characterization
is
tight, complete and charged with
energy.
From Jesus' first appearance,
using 'his carpenter's
skills to
make crosses in Nazareth, I could
see him as a real person.
His
divinity came through later, aided
by crisp cinematography
(thank
you, Robert Bauhaus) and, 'at
times, almost surrealistic
editing
and effects
from Rita
Schoonmaker.
Nikos Kazantzakis
had the same
idea I had as a child regarding
Judas Iscariot: I always thought
Judas' betrayal was just- as
integral to the faith as Jesus'
sacrifice
on the cross. ' After' all,
if Judas hadn't betrayed Jesus,
there would have been no arrest.
no crucifixion,
no redemption" no
religion.
So Harvey Keitel's portrayal of
Judas as. an intensely loyal, very
strong man who betrayed his
master because it was the will of
God struck another responsive
chord.
Keitel's
characterization
was another tight' one, with the
outlines drawn early on by actions
rather than words.
Barbara Hershey, as Mary Magdalene, provides
an earthy
'counter-point
to Jesus' early
ascetici-sm.
When he asks her
forgiveness' for rejecting her and
leading her into the world) oldest
profession,
her response is a brief
encapsulation
of their lifelong
relationship,
and the scene, like

X@~

. Woodsy

'

by Valerie' Mead .
The University News
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DISCOVER A VALU~BLE RESOURCE
FOR NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
FIRSTGENERATION COllEGE
LQWINCOME
.
lEARNING IMPAIRED
PHYSICAllY IMPAIRED

I,EARN MORE 'ABOUT .THE STUDENT
SUPPORT PROGRAM SERVICES
EDUCATIONAl COUNSELING"
PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES'
'. READING AND STlJOY SKillS PEVELQPMENT
TUTORING
.
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September.26, 1988 The University Neil'S 9
. (CPS)-Liberty
University,. ~he
Virginia college founded by television
evangelist Jerry Falwell, will require
all of its '6,000 students to submit
urine samples for drug screening this
fall.·
Falwell, who serves as the school's
chancellor, said school faculty and
administrators, including himself,
also will participate in the program.
''All of us have agreed to volutary
drug testing at random, and several
of us at the top, myself included, will
be drug testees, .. said Falwell, who
also founded the Moral Majority
conservative lobby.
Liberty's drug testing program is
the broadest in the nation. No other
school tests all students for drugs,
although athletes who participate in
National CollegiateAthletic Association events are required to undergo
drug testing.
"I'm hopeful they (other colleges)
will watch what we'rcdoing and
follow suit," Falwell said.
, Central Florida Community College began random drug testing of all
students who participate in extracurricular
activities, including
cheerleaders, musicians, actors and
dancers.
"It's part of our responsibility,"
said Athletic Director Mike Mctiin-

I

"

Falwell asks

.LUstud.ents
to be tested
for drugs
nis, who oversees the program. "We
want to make sure the students-who
represent the college are what they
should be. We want the college
represented properly."
Liberty students were notified this
summer of the drug test requirement,
and each has signed a waiver agreeing to submit a urine sample.
"We checked with thousands of
young people and haven't received a
complaint:' Falwell said.
Tests will be given to about 200
students a week in a special
bathroom designed to make it difficult to alter urine samples.
Students who test positive will be
offered counseling and possibly a
chance to redeem themselves.
'
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FedskiU funds Conservation
for abortion .ava ilab Ie
info at clinics
(CPS)-Federally
funded health
clinics may not be able; to provide
students with information about
abortion soon, U.S. Department of
Health
and Human Services
S
O· R 8
s id last
eecerke,tary
lis . owen at
W
Bowen announced he would start.
invoking a policy, which was supposed to go into effect last March,
that would stop paying federal funds
~ to hospitals and clinics that distribute
abortion information to patients.
Under the policy, such clinics
"could well lose all their Title X funding," HHS spokeswoman Lucy Eddinger said at a press conference.
Planned Parenthood of America
.sued in March to keep HHS from invoking the rule, and federal courts in
Colorado and Massachusetts eventually ruled clinics at least in those
states would not have to abide by it.
The courts determined the rule
violated the Family Planning Act and
forced doctors to breach medical
ethics by refusing to offer students
certain kinds of medical help.
In July, however,a federal court in
New York upheld. the HHS ruling,
and Reagan
adviser
Arthur
Culvahouse recommended that HHS
start using it everywhere but Col~ orado and Massachusetts.
dB'
The suggestion prornpte
owen s
announcement tIie Iast week 0 f

,
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Opportunities
for college
students to obtain volunteer positions in conservation and resource
management for the coming winter
and spring seasons are now
available through the Student Conservation Association's Resource
Assistant Program,
These positions enable selected
students to participate in the work
of government agencies responsible
for the care and management of the
country's national parks, forests,
wilderness areas and wildlife
refuges.
Positions are filled on a competitive basis. Applicants must be
18 years of age or older and out of
high school. Although some positiong require volunteers with
specialized training in forestry,
natural sciences or recreation
management; others arc open to all
students with an interest· in

Student Conservation Association,
P.O. Box S5OC, Charlestown, NH,
03903. The telephone number js
(603) 826-5206.

Some long distance

. oompanies promise you
the, moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what youll get when .
you choose A1&T Long

Distance service, at a rust
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24·hour
operator assistance, clear
ronnections and lmmedate
credit for wrong numbers
And the assurance that'
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
.A1&T W>rldwide Intelligent
Network. ,

When it's time to
choose, fOIBetthe gimmicks
and make the intelligent··
choiee-A1&T.
If youtllike to know
more a1:'.outour products or
services, like International
Calling and the A1&T Cud,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

~

ATaT·
The right choice.

.....

Post-trauma stress
victims program

participating.
Positions are now available with
starting dates between Nov,'! of
this year and April 30, 1989. For
those positions beginning in
November and December, students
should return applications by Sept.
30, although those returned at a
later date will be considered.
For more information, send a
postcard requesting the ~'1989
Resource
AssistantI"
programI
L.i.st.in.g.".a.nd
.. an.. aP.p.l.ca.t.lo.n.to
...t .le,

"I doiltwant
a lot of hype.
Ijust want
something I,
can 'count on." .

-\

Association is presenting the free
community education program
"Surviving Traumatic and Life
Threatening Events." This presentat ion about post-traumatic stress
disorder will be held Oct. 5 at 7
p.m, in the McCleary Center at St.
Alphonsus
Regional Medical
Center.
The featured speakers will be'
Professor Jane Foraker-Thompson,
of the BSU criminal justice department, and Steve Neff, a Vietnam
veteran and assistant counselor at
the Vietnam Veterans Outreach
Center in Boise.
These speakers will discuss how
to cope with the aftermath of rape,
battering, crime, military combat,
traffic accidents, airplane crashes or
natural disasters. People who have
experienced personal trauma in
these areas or who deal with victims
of these traumas areencouraged to
at tend.
For more information, call Sylvia
CI'iaruon, at 378_2092, ext. 2175.

Ahsahta now offers
catalog .of works
BSU's "Western Catalog, Series
#1" is now available, featuring a
collection of books, posters, videos,
.cassettes and curiosi ties.
Among the new publications
'featured in this year's catalog is
Preserving the Game: Gambling,
Mining, Hunting & Conservation
in 'the Vanishing Ui?st, by J.R.
Jones. Jones was a western hunter,
guide and miner who underwent a
conversion to conservation in the
early 1900s.He spearheaded a cam.paign to establish Grand Teton National Park arid save many of its indigenous animals,His humorous
talf tales and environmental essays
were originally published in The
Saturday Evening Post, Sunset and
Izaak Walton Outdoor America.
The
book,
complete
with
photographs and maps, will be
available in April of 1989.
The catalog provides complete
listings and ordering information
for BSU~sAhsahta Press, cold-drill
magazine, the Hemingway Western
Studies book" series, Poetry in
. Public Places, and the Western
Writers Series.
The 1988;89 catalog can be
ordered free by writing to Tom
Trusky, English Department, Boise
State University, 1910 University
Drive, Boise,)D 83725.

Learn to race bikes
for credit
A mountain bike racing course
taught by Professor Ron Pfeiffer
will begin Oct. 3, 6-8 p.m, at BStJ.
Pfeiffer, a professor of physical
education, recently placed fifth in
the hill climb and eighth in the circuit race at the National Off-Road
Bicycle Association races in Sun·
Vallej.
The class, sponsored by the OutdoorAdventure Program, is designed to introduce the experienced
mOlJntainbiker to off;road racing.
Topics covered include equipment
preparation
and maintenance,
physiological and_ psychological
preparation,c1imbing and descending techniques, race strategy and
advanced bike handling skills.
The class will cover all areas of
competition by NORBS; cross
country, hill clim\::',downhill and
trials. Riders must provide their
own bicycle, helmet and gloves.
Classes will beheld 6~8p.m. on
Oct. 3, 4, 10and II.
course will
culminate with a weekend ract Oct.
15-16. Cost for the coUrse is $50.
Register. in . Room 209 _of the·
Human'Performance Center.
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'EWU: The ,one that ";>got'::away
by Tom Lloyd

A short-history of Tom: Sports,
a magazine, 'The U.News'and.
an appreciation of the Broncos
by Tom Lloyd

The University' News

-
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Last year, it was suggested I discuss
certain aspects about my past, mainly
sports. I'm not quite sure why I
- didn't, but now seems to be as good
a time as any. Must be my rainy day.
I cut my teeth on the Southwest
Conference, and later, I was in the
midst of it when the SWC was in its
heyday-at
least, to me it was.
• .1 first enjoyed looking at my
father's Baylor yearbook;
later,
reading it. Hayden Fry, now the Iowa
head coach, was the quarterback,
and. Frank Broyles, currently the
, athletic director at Arkansas, was an
assistant coach.
The SWC came to life for me when
my best friend's older brother caught
the winning touchdown against the
Oklahoma Sooners, breaking Bud
Wilkerson's domination over Texas.
It was Darrell Royal's second year as
head mentor of the Longhorns.
Later, when the Texas Christian
Horned Frogs went to the Colton
Bowl, I learned that they represented
the entire SWC, including my team,
the Baylor Bears, and my friend's
team, the Texas Longhorns. TCU
wasn't so bad, but in subsequent
years, I had the hardest time pulling
for the Aggies of Texas A & M.
That's the way it was-intense
rivalries, but all for one at the end.
The Danderoo that sang "Turn
Out the Lights, the Party's Over" on
Monday night football was slinging
passes for the Southern Methodist
Mustangs. Paul-he had earned his
sobriquet
years before-v'Bear"
Bryant was coaching a Heisman
trophy winner, John David Crow, at
A & M. It was a military school in
those days, no female students.
A Waco sportswriter started a
magazine called Dave Campbell's
Texas Football, which further reinforced the family concept: All the
schools were in Texas with the exception of Arkansas. Campbell later accommodated them and the Dallas
Cowboys.
.
Before long, 1 was playing against

The University News
The BSU miracle worker left town
last week but did not go to Cheney,
Wash. Trailing 34~2S.with just over
one minute left in the game, the Boise
State Broncos recovered an Eastern
Washington fumble on their own
25-yard line. But alas; after three
straight weeks of comlng . from'
behind to.win the game, this was the
week that wasn't.
"We had escaped disaster for three
games, but it. finally caught up with
us tonight,". BSU head coach Skip
Hall said after the game. "Like I've
told. the team, miracles aren't going
to happen every week, We can't count
on that."
The. Broncos got a quick start in
the scoring parade. With 1O:ISleft in
the first quarter, fullback Bart Hull
skirted
left end for. a 4-yard
touchdown run. Mike Black's extra'
point made it 7-0. It was the first time'
this year the Broncos' had scored in
the opening quarter.
The game could very well been
billed, "the one that got away."
Home-grown Scott Stuart who, it
was reported, wanted to wear the
orange and blue of the BSU Broncos,
now directs the Eastern Washington
.Eagles" offense. Stuart, who ended
the evening throwing for 271 yards
.and two touchdowns, guided the
Eagles to an answering touchdown
march to notch the score at 7-all.
Just as quickly, the Broncos
responded by.going 66 yards in six
plays. Running back Chris Thomas
got the last yard and his first-ever
touchdown as a Bronco. Black's kick
made it 14-7 with 21 seconds left in
the first quarter.
After the exchange of end zones,
EWU kept the scoring tempo alive.
Stuart, under a heavy rush by the
Broncos, was able to fling a 12-yard
touchdown pass to put the Eagles
even with the Broncos at 14-14 with

people who would go to various SWC
schools. Then, I was at Baylor and
the whole thing had come full circle.
By now, I was also following all the
other conferences in the countryi.e., PAC·S, Big Ten,SEC.
This greater-awareness of football
outside the Southwest Con ference
helped when I moved to Boise. At
first I felt lost; the Big Sky was not
what it is today. I got to watching the
games, got to know a few of the
players, started
following their
seasons closer and closer untilbirigo-a
brainstorm. Why not a
Tom Lloyd's Big Sky magazine? So
I did.
Those were some of the best times
I've had,especially the BSU national
championship year: I did a special
issue commemorating the year. But)
alas; my one major flaw-financial
backing-c-eaught up with me. Campbell had three Texas oilmen as'
backers. I had none. My father, a
professor,
and my mother,
a
secretary, helped some, but guess how
much they make ...
That's OK. No sour grapes. I
learned a lot. I got to watch the Big
Sky when it ws just getting a toehold
on being established. BSU has always
played exciting football,
with,
perhaps, the exception of the Setencich years, but the caliber and the
athletes keep improving. The whole
organization has expanded, the Big
Sky and BSU.
It's not just football. Look what
has happened with basketball, And,
over the years, volleyball, gymnastics,
wrestling and track.
It's not just sports. It is happening all over this campus: expansion,
growth. Overall, BSU has really
grown up. It has the look and feel of
a university, To me, it's an e~citjnl!
So, I encourage one and all to get
out and take advantage of the opportunities offered. And, since this is a ''''''
sports column, I, from my seasoned
perspective, also encourage you 10
take advantage of the exciting entertainment offered by the BSU athletic
learns.
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babies is
our goal!

12:50 showing in the second quarter:
This time, the Broncos failed to
keep the scoring pace asa Black
SO-yard field goal attempt was short.
After -an exchange of possessions,
BSU's Chris Truitt mishandled a
punt, giving the Eagles the ball again.
'EWU took advantage of the opportunity with Jamie Townsend,who
finished the evening with 131 yards,
racing 16 yards up the middle of the
Bronco defense untouched to put the
home team out in front 21-14.
Then, with time running out in the
first half, the Broncos coughed up
the ball again, and again the Eagles
took advantage, as Jason Cromer
kicked a 4O-yard field goal to send the
teams into the locker rooms at
halftime with EWU leading 24-14.
"It's going' to be a great test of
character once again," Hall said at
half. "We'll find out how much they
respond."
.
Embarrassed by last week's loss to
the lowly Montana State Bobcats,
EWU picked up where they left off
in the opening half. First they stopped a BSU drive on their own 32
yardline when the Broncos went for
a fourth and one. Then Stuart hit
Jamie
Buenzli
for a 16-yard
touchdown pass. Jason Cromer then
nailed a 27-yard field goal to start the
final quarter. Cromer's three-pointer
was the final of 27 unanswered points
.by the Eagles fora commanding
34-14 lead, with just under 15
minutes left in the contest.
"We got ourselves in such a big
hole," Hall said. "It was hard 10 dig
out from that huge lead that they had
built up."
But the Broncos did try. Finally,
after a night that saw the flags go
against them, BSU got a penalty first
'down on a fourth down play that fell
short. With a new life, the Broncos.
put the ball into the end zone on a
Duane Halliday to Jeff Lindsley pass.
that cut the lead to 34-21.
BSU held EWU on their next

series of plays, forcing them to punt.
But just as things appeared to be
working out for the Broncos, Keith.
Morioka mishandled the punt and
the Eagles were the ones knOCking on
touchdown's door.
Just when it looked the bleakest,
Townsend, the Eagles' star running
back, fumbled the ball back at the
4-yard line. BSU covered the 96 yards
in 13 plays, with Robbie Washinton
going over from the I-yard line to cut
EWU's lead to 34-28. The scoreboard
clock read 2:3S.
EWU recovered the ensuing onside
kick, and all they had to do was run
the clock out. But when EWU's
Stuart fumbled on the BSU 25 with
just over a minute to go, the Broncos started looking around.
Did their miracle worker sneak in"
to Albi Stadium unbeknownst
to
anyone? Facing fourth and 10, a
Halliday pass fell harmlessly to the
turf. The truth was in the skidding
football.
"We beat ourselves," Hall said
after the game. "We more or less died
a slow death through
all the
penalties, and the mistakes that we
made. So it's a teugh lesson to learn,
bUI I hope iI'S something we can
learn from."
The Broncos hadfewer yards in
overall penalties than EWU, but the
penalties and three fumbles seemed
to come at crucial times. On the
bright side, BSU outgained its first
opponent in total yardage 447-4011.
The Broncos return to the friendly con fines of Lyle Smith Field for
a Oct. 1 match up against the Weber
Slate Wildcats, now 1-2 after la~1
week's victory over Southern Utah.
Weber Stale, who made it to the I-AA
playoffs semi-finals last year, will be
playing their first Big Sky game
ugainsr the Broncos. Game time will
be? p.m.
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Willamette University School of Law

TRADITIONAL

At Army

Carol Green, Director of Law Alumni Relations,
Wlllamette .Unlverslty College of Law, Salem,
OR. will ,be on campus,

Youwon't notice
any dlffereJ'ce,
.butyourcounfrywlll.

TUESDAY,OCTOBER 4th, 1988
8:30am to 4pm

The five minutes you
spend registering with
Selective,Service at the post
, offleewon'tc,hangeyou.
But it witl make a difference
.·.tOyour country. So when
you turn 18, register with
Selective Service. It ~qUick.
It'Seasy.Andlt~tbelaw.
A puBlic service mcssageQf this

.to meet with Interested students, Please
contact CAREER PLANNING and PLACEMENT
for more Information

,"":

YOURfIRST·STEp·
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU
COULDTAKE TRISSUMMER.

INNOVATIVE

publiC2lionaoo'selectiVl:

Service System.

.

ROTC Camp Challenge you'U learn
what it takes to succeed-in
coUegeand
in
life. You'U build self-confidence
and develop
your leadership potential. Plus you can also
qualify to earn an Army Officer's commission
when you graduate fromcoUege .
Find out more. Contact Boise State University Army ROTC at 385-3500.

Rri
~

. ARMY ROTC
THE SMAlTEST COIJ.EGE
COUISE YOUCAl TAlE.
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WANT TO LEARN a great
-hobby? Free bridge' lessons'
from
professional
Bruce
Ferguson.
Tuesday
evenings,
7:30 in' the Student
Union,.
beginning Oct. 4.
$ NEED CASH? $500/$1,000
stuffing
envelopes!
GUARANTEEDI
Rush
stamped
addressed
envelope
to
"Mail-Co!'
Box
02678
Portland, OR 97303.
STUDENT RATES make Europe a bargain! Study in England, 'France,
Germany
or
Italy
in the
Boise
Stale
Studies
Abroad
program.
Information
available
in
Room
314,
Education
Building,
phone 385-3652.
GOVERNMENT
JOBS! Now
hiring
in your area,
both
skilled and unskilled.
For a
list of jobs. and application,
cal1 1-(615)-3'83-2627,
ext.
J 184.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,037
to $69,405.
Immediate
hiring! Your area. Call (refundable)
1-518-459-361
I, ext.
F3504A for federal list, 24
hrs.
'
WANTED:
NONSMOKING
CAREGIVER
in North End home for 5month-old.
Several
household chores. Time to study,
too, 16-20 hours per week,
336-681 I.
SHY
BLADDER?,
How
"turned,
on
the
faucet!"
Three
dollars.
BoisLine,
P.O. Box 8182, Boise, Idaho
83707.
"
NONSMOKING
MALE would
like to move in with somebody
(male/female)
who
needs a roommate.
I am a
recently
returned
Peace
Corps
volunteer
and fulltime student.
Rent around
$]50-$200,
call 345-9344.

SINGLE
To find
Chapter
Partners
385-9322
9659.

PARENTS WANTED
out what the Boise'
of Parents
Without
is doing call Jerry
or
Toni
344-

II

{JON"
KliSH

ROOMMATE
WANTED
to
share
apartment
1 block
.from BSU. $103/month plus
1/3 uniliries,
Cal1 Donna
336-5428.

M!.,

"HIRING" Government
Jobs,
your
area.
$15,000$68,000.
Call
(602)
8388885, ext.
5924.
TYPING--quality
work; reasonable
rates. Term papers,
. reports,
resumes
and
letters. Pick-up
and drop-off
available.
Student
discounts. CaB 377-4548,
after
5:30 p.m,
Applications
available
for
PEER ADVISOR
positions.
Requires
12 hrs/wk Jan. 9May, 1989. Duties
include
assisting
student
with academic
planning,class
scheduling,
choosing
a
major, and referal
to BSU
departments
and
services.
Paid training
takes place 3
hrs/wk,
Nov.
7-Dec.
14,
1988.
Candidates
must
be
current
BSU
undergraduates
who can model
academic
success
and time
management
skills. Pick up
and
return
application
at
the
Academic
Advising
Center,
MG '102. Due Oct.
14, 1988.

Brain
Bran

.

by Jim McColly

A

*o'f.

in be.o.r's

c\O-ThiI'3'

BLOOM COUNTY
1lffJ1& M/5, NII7l//(f/UY,
1JIlJ flrr)WCTlON an:..

GORGEOUS, AFFECTIONATE
tabby
kitten
needs
you.
Must be willing to spay or
neuter later. Call 345-7759.
MARK
JONES:
How
was
Moscow?
We missed your
darling
mug
around
here
this
weekend.
Promise
never to leave us again!!!
- BOBBlE:
You leave town
again on the weekend
and
it's over between us. REH
Student
Programs
Hoard
is looking
for committee
members
to
plan
and
program
entertainment
events for the campus
and
community.
Volunteers
are
needed
for
the
films,
concerts.
fine arts. lectures,
.spccial
events, comedy.
and
family
activities
comminces.
Call 385-3874
for
more - information' or stop by
the SPB office on the second
Door of the Student Union.

trI/M/5 IITTL./TlM, CII1!OR,
ClITMfrI& r/?IIW tW1llR/fll.$,
Gfl6, tm tmqY, fJONI/5f:5
AM? 'f:XTKIINW5

(JJ;f(HEI/!J:

LMV!N&

}(XI ...

,/
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The Weekly' Crossword Puzzle
5

6

7,

8

ACROSS

1 Anlrmatlve
"Confirm
D Fruit seed
12 DIne

DOWN.
1 SUII

. 20rganot
hearing
3 Pricks

21 Pose for portraJl .
22 Sinks In middle.
24 Opp, 01 NNE
26 Amount owed
29M8181
31·Transgren
. 33 Fish egg.
34 Belore noon

35 Drink Ilowly
37 Rocl<yhlll
3D A COQllnent:
abbr.
40 Southeaal Allan

holldsy
042 KnOCk

.... Speed conlosl,
46RediICI

.8MII,_
Challenge
5' Pigeon pea
50

53 Cl1e<00I •
55Enlhuslaom

58 CyIIndric:sl
,
61GatdOhlo01,'
,
62 DIstance runner
64 TItnid _
'
.
65VentHat'
66WemlngdevlC1l

67 1lIshoprk: .

painfully

4 Wan

13 Eagle" neat
14 High card
'
15 Thre&-bue
hit
17 Ralset lhe .
spirit of
.
19lnw8nt

.

5 Musical

instruments
6 Either

7 Contend
8 LBmpteys

cnatter
10 Frozen water
9 Idfe

11 Footllke

part

16 NuIsances
18 Succor
20 AffirmBtlvo
22 Writing tablet
23 Directed 81
target
25 Landing craft
27 BJunder: al.
28 Plague
30 .TWo 01 respect
32 NeIther
36 Equality

38 Delec1lng
device

041 Nealer
43 MoccasIn
045 Fondht

47 Slk:ky
substance
4g

BisIlol>',

headdreu
52 Kind' of

beaii

501MIcroI>e,
55 TtMluriai

56 £'d1bterootstock '
57s-m.; "
;.
5g

Ar1"". ' , '

60 Of'g...-"iIl\ll11
63Nol.or~·
.

'

.

,

. .

.
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Rill~lO,ul,wild tapes
by' Kathleen

Cressler

The University News

\;'r'

We've all heard it, walking around
campus or sitting in class: Bells in the
Administration-Building
ring, the
time, then burst into "Send In the
Clowns" or "Stardust Memories."
Bui, according to Physical Plant
Director Gene McGinnis, the tinkling
bells are not really bells; the bits of
songs are played from computerized
tapes.
The system which plays the tapes
is located in the Hemingway Western
Studies Center. It translates computerized etchings on the tape into
the music of bells. From there, it is
sent to four speakers in the Administration
Building's tower.
McGinnis said each of the seven
tapes contains four to six songs, but
some of the tapes have as many as
10 songs.
'
Three songs, are played after the 8
a.m., 12. p.m.: and 4 p.m; bells are
rung. McGinnis said he' used to set
the system to play four songs-but,
because of the limited tapes and

songs, people began to notice that the
same songs were being played. He
said he changes the tapes every three
weeks or so and leaves up to chance
which tape is played:
The songs on the tape' include
"Moon River," "Madame
Butterfly," "Au Clair de la Lune," Bach's
"Prelude" and "The Blue Danube."
Some songs, such .as the assortment
of Christmas songs', are seasonal.
The song tapes were copied from
tapes played at Stanford University
and all of the songs are older ones.
However, McGinnis said he would
pay someone to play modern songs
on the' Hemingway Center's organ
for recording. Interested people can
reach him at the Physical Plant.
McGinnis said the reasons for
playing include the administration's
liking for the practice and the "campus" atmosphere it helps produce.
Restrictions on playing the bells include not allowing the chimes to play
a song before 8 a.m, on weekends. On
Sundays, the chimes ~i11 play at 12
p.m.

Hoffman ..•, ".'

continued/rom page 1
war? He was strippingco-eds in a
fancy boarding school in Switzerland
and making pornographic movies in
Paris," Hoffman said.
"
Hoffman' has written nine books
and has been an activist since the early'6Os when he helped organized the
civil rights movement. While he has
fought' for dozens of issues over the'
pastthree decades, he is most famous
for his protests against the Vietnam
War and his fight to keep the CIA
from recruiting people on college
campuses. He has been arrested 53
times and has over 66,000 pages of
information
written about him in
government files.
"Without
the '50s, there would
have never been the '60s," Hoffman
said. He said the 1950s was a time of
materialism,
censorship" espionage
and political repression, much like
the 1980s,
During the 1950s, Hoffman said,
the government
invented "loyalty
tests" and made people sign papers
saying they were not communists.
Those who refused lost their jobs,
Today, he said; loyalty tests are called urine tests, and "to prove that you
are a loyal, productive American, you
are asked to drop your zipper for the
Gipper and pee into a jar."
According
to Hoffman,
the
Reagan administration
wants to put
up a smoke screen and hide the real
issues with "special effects." Instead
of dealing with the homeless, nuclear
waste and acid rain, Hoffman said,
they are creating mass hysteria about
drugs, much as that created inthe
1950s about communism.
He said drug abuse is being
overemphasized and drug treatment
oversimplified. Hoffman, who trained as a clinical psychologist under
Maslow, said 'telling a drug addict to
'Just Say No' is like telling a manic
depressive to 'Just Cheer Up.' ..
"Hysteria blinds people to the real
causes of social ill," Hoffman said.
He said people should read more and
stay informed so they will not get
caught up in a "Good Mornilll:
A merica-isn't-everyt
hi ng-wonderful?" ~entality.
"If you love your country, you
fight to save its rivers and cities, and

..a..
Activist Abbie Hoffman spoke to 403 people at BSU Sept. 21.

""010

II... Mork

Jones.

to keep democracy alive," Hoffman
said. "It's not enough to be concerned; you must be caring."
"History moves in cycles and, just
when things look the darkest,"
he
said, "the young get itchy for a
change."
Hoffman, who coined the phrase
"don't trust anyone over 30" during
the I960s, said, "Desire to change
society does not come during middle
age; it comes during youth. Youth
makes the revolution. We need young
people at the front."
Hoffman told the audience how
young people will sometimes ask,
"Yo, Abbie, are we doing it right? Are
we freaking out?" Caring must come
from inside, he said. "It's not enough
to just wear the clothes, you must
have the content."
During the c,ivil rights movement,
students questioned segregation just
as they are doing today, Hoffman
said. "Ninety percent of the protesters were students, ju~t likc you,
asking them~elves whcther or not
t heir efforts would cou'nt," hc said.
Aftcr a while, "the 'colorcd only'

signs carne down, Noll' Mississippi
is an interesting place and lois of
people fed it hus moved to Idaho."
Hoffman
paused <IS he glanced
across the silcm Iaccs, shrugged his
shouldcrxund
said, "ULII I don't
knoll'. I'm trom ouroftown ." ·
While student uctivism in thc
United SlalCs is nor as powerful <IS
it is in,ll,irnii,. "lruuce <ln~ the
Phillippincs, Houmun roldrhc <111dicncc t luu it is l1r"willg. and student s
at 139 universities anos, the country have r,"'nll'd Siudcru ACIion
Unions,
Mary lunua or Illlise. -uid Huffman "seemed '" inspire people, I
Ihiuk hc's uiu "ylll!! III st ir lip <I

movement

ro make

people

more

aware of 0111' problcms."
"He W<lS\cry inspir<ltion<ll, funny
bUI in <I seriou, lI.ty' ... ac\.·ordin!! III
WhilllCY Chapman;
,I '"ldcllt
<I,
Boisc Hi!!h.

Students, grads open new galleries
by tee Arnold

The University Neil'S

Earn money'
by raising money
Make $5 an hour
BSU students are
needed to call alumni
.nationwide during the
BSU Foundation's
Greater .University
Phonathon '88.

When: Oct. 2-Nov. 17
Sunday-Thursday
6 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
'Where: Room 709, Education Building
If you like BSU, want to help BSUand earn
alittle'cash by making phonecqlls_ a couple
]lightS a week, call Kim Philipps, BSll.Development office ·at 385-3276.
.

The lady on the television com, mercials may say, "Idaho, ya gotta
have arts," bunhe local art scene is
finicky whcn it comes to any postmodern, "cutting edge" art.
Yet some of the more vibrant art
.
in this area is coming from a crop of
new, young artists who ale not afraid
to take chances and foist their taleI1ls
on an unsuspecting public in any way"
or form-even
if it means opening
their own galleries.
In the past month, not just one,
but two, new galleries, run by current
and former BSU art students, have
opened in Boise.
The Flaming Iguana, on West
Bannock
across from the Hoff
Building, splashed on the scene with
its opening reception. The Flaming
,Iguana
was founded earlier this
month by BSU students Jim Lang
and John
Johnston
and
1987
graduates Laurie Blakeslee and Sandy EpeldLTheir goal is to provide a
forum, for the foursome's own efforts
and the works of others, mainly.
students.
The Frame Job and River House
Gallery, at 701 S. 8th St., behind the
Boise Public Library, is the brainchild of graduate student Rick Beck.
With aims similar to those of the
Flaming Iguana, the' gallery also
serves as. a frame shop for original
artwork and reproduced prints.
Both galleries are responses to
what their founders see as a closed
. scene in Boise. Johnston of the Iguana,said, "whatwe're
trying to do
is create a little Soho," where the
space not only serves to exhibit art,
but also serves as a "happening,"
where people can go and be intellectually stimulated, and where events,
in the forms of discussions or even

i
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! lIainll'd "Slar" and Slr;l)e,,"

: an an) lie l'nrn'nll)
1111
i,lhllla.\ ,"" hl' naming
! Iguana.
'
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speakers, could occur.
The aims of Beck's gallery concentrate on the art as well as the framing service, and he, too said he sees
it as a new vehicle which he hopes'
will raise people's awareness, both artistically and intellectually.
, "There's not a great vehicle for
modern art around here," he said,
"and I'm trying to make it so ihatthe
younger
artists
can show their
work."
,
The Igual)a opened Sept. 17, with
a reception featuring the foursome's
own work. Johnston
said approximate~y 150 people 3ttt,nded, which,
he said was an amazing' turnout"
si~ce the only advertising was done
wUh flyelf and by word of mouth.
The Frame Job and River Ho'use
Gallery f?IIOWed on St;P! •. 23, ~ith
theopemng
of the exhibition,
The
Na~ure of M~n--Why Fight It?". by
Chicago ~rtlst M. Wade Wom.ack.
The shew IS scheduled to run through
the end
Oct~ber..
Beck said he I~ booked With shows
through next sprmg, and some of the
scheduled
artists
include
Laurie
Blakeslee, Colleen,Moore
and Jeff
Bond.
",

or

. The Iguana artists pursue diverse

th~mes an~ !!Icdia. All four arc
photographers,
painters and draftspeoplc ,and the media sorrlctimcs
,overlap.
Epeldi,
example; specializcs in
hand-colored
photography,
usually'
centering ~>nlandscapes, but he also,
is an easel painter. "
Johnston
has covered, dilkring
themes in his photographs,
favoring
figure-ground
relationships.
Yet the,
bulk of his displayed pieces consist
of drawings.
' ~eck said he is looking for expressive,vibrant
artwork to fill his
'gallery.
"When an,artist comes to me, my
:,only consideration
is whether that's
the kind of art I want to promte,"
he said.
Both galleries are open 10 the
public throughout:
the week. The
Flaming Iguana's /tours are II a.m.-I
'p~m,llnd 4-6 p.m:, Monday through
Friday., The Frame Shop and River
HouseGallery
is open 10 a.ni.-6 p.m:
Thesday through Friday anp 10 a.m.-5
p.m. on Saturdays.
'
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